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Abstract

In this paper we present a few non cryptographic methods for improving the security, integrity and reliability of real time services. The methods presented in this paper apply to real time transmitting systems, which are based on the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model. A basic idea of the first technique is to use agents for detecting steganographic content in packet headers, so packets with suspicious entries in the IP header fields will be blocked or the fields will be erased. The two other presented techniques are based on reputation and trust systems, so trust and reputation basic definitions, types and modelling methods are shown. Also a simple design scheme of using these mechanisms in a P2P real-time data transmitting infrastructure is presented. Additionally, we describe an idea of path selecting technique, which can be used to avoid paths that are susceptible to eavesdropping.
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1. Introduction

Internet services that are based on real time data transmission have gained much popularity in recent years. Advantages of the most common ones like internet telephony (VoIP), videoconferencing, live media streaming and online multiplayer games are seen not only by ordinary people but also by big companies (where internet conference systems are very common). Rapid growth of popularity and commercial success of those services influenced not only on increased interest in finding new, more efficient ways for real time data transmission, but also aspects of providing appropriate security mechanisms (for data transfer and signalization) started to be much more important (in most of the currently popular implementations this problem is often overlooked or only partially solved).

In this paper we present a few methods for improving the security, integrity and reliability of real time services. We will focus only on non cryptographic methods, as opposite to standard, cryptographic ones like TLS connections, authenticity certificates and hash functions for packet integrity. The techniques presented in this paper apply to real time transmitting systems, which are based on the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model and where data between users is routed over an overlay network. This model, due to its numerous advantages, is often used by popular services, e.g. Skype. Our reference system, described in [1], also uses agents (each agent acts within the single node). The main task of an agent is to constantly control the quality of transmission between peers and to dynamically build a routing table. Here we describe also other tasks that can be preformed by agents in order to improve transmission security. The basic idea of the first technique is to use agents for detecting steganographic content in packet headers, so packets with suspicious entries in the IP header fields will be blocked or the fields will be erased. Another presented technique involves reputation system. In this system peers can rate each other based on their behaviours (transmission quality, failure rate etc.). Aggregated ratings about a given peer are used to determine its reputation score, which is taken into account in building safer and more reliable routing tables. Additionally, we describe a trust system, that by analyzing and combining connections and peers trust relationships is used to measure trustworthiness of specific path, so the system can decide whether it is safe to use it for data transmission. Besides, because nodes participate in data transmission, we have the control over the data flow route. It is possible to specify the desired route, so, regardless of the external routing protocol, we can avoid paths that are susceptible to eavesdropping.
2. Steganography

Steganography is a field of science concerning hiding messages in such a way that only sender and recipient are aware of the existence of this message. The biggest advance of steganography over typical cryptographic methods is that message itself does not attract attention. Normal (plainly visible) messages, no matter how strongly encrypted, will always arouse suspicion. Thanks to the use of steganography we can protect not only the content of the message but also parties involved in communication. However steganography and cryptography may be good partners and it is a common practice to use them both for sending both hidden and encrypted messages.

In this section we will show how to protect the infrastructure for transferring real-time data from using it for sending hidden messages. The most common steganographic methods that can be used for creating covert channels in real-time multimedia stream will be described and the method of detecting and blocking this kind of hidden transmission will be proposed. For hiding one piece of data within another we need the following elements:

1. covert media when our hidden message will be held
2. message \( m \) that we want to hide
3. data encoding function \( F \) and its inverse \( F^{-1} \)
4. optional key schema \( (k) \)

Although the usage of the key is optional, they are recommended (otherwise the system does not obey the Kerckhoffs principle \([2]\)). The schematic diagram of steganographic operation is shown in Fig. 1.

![Diagram of steganographic operation.](image)

Owing to their numerous advantages, steganographic technologies have gained much popularity over the last few years. Much work has been done in the field of finding new covert channels in different media types. Also with the increased interest in steganography, methods of detecting hidden content (steganalysis) and blocking covert channels are intensively studied. There are many different
digital media that can be used for embedding messages. Also different embedding algorithms, depending on the medium used, can be applied. The most common covert media types and algorithms are listed below:

1. **Plain text**
   - using certain characters of covert text - additional key (series of integer numbers) is needed to read a hidden message
   - white space manipulating technique - adding certain amount of white spaces between words or at the end of lines
   - lines shifting technique - shifting certain lines in the document by a small fraction
   - inserting different tags in the XML code

2. **Images**
   - last significant bit (LSB) manipulation
   - simple watermarking (adding pattern on the top of another image)
   - LBS in Direct Cosine Transformation (DCT) and Wavelet Transformation

3. **Audio and video files and streams**
   - simple LSB modifications after analog audio quantization
   - echo hiding - embedding secret messages in covert audio/video as an echo
   - phase coding - using phase shifts in the phase spectrum
   - spread spectrum techniques [3]

4. **Network covert channels**
   - using free/unused protocols fields
   - timing based methods
   - many others

More information about general steganography techniques can be found for example in [4]. Because in this section we want to discuss the possibility of using real-time infrastructure for sending hidden messages, we will focus on network covert channels. Typically, most popular network channels can be:

1. **Based on storage** - when information is conveyed by writing or abstaining from writing on certain areas of cover media stream.
2. **Timing based** - information is conveyed by triggering or delaying certain events at specific time intervals. Receiver needs a timer to decode messages.
3. **Frequency based** - information is encoded using many channels of cover traffic.

Combination of those channels is a key to access hidden information. It is also possible to use any combination of the methods mentioned above.
For the standard network communication we can use the TCP or UDP protocol. However, because of the low latency requirements of real time traffic, due to its speed and simplicity, UDP is a preferable choice to base on while building real-time protocols. So, in the case of storage based steganography, some fields in IP and UDP frame headers can be exploited. A typical IP header is shown in Fig. 1. Fields selected in red can be used for inserting steganography data.

![IP header](image1)

As it was said before, steganography in the UDP header is also possible, but due to the small and very simple header, we do not have such a wide selection of fields that can be used as a carrier for a steganographic covert channel. A typical UDP field in shown in Fig. 3.

![UDP header](image2)

The header is 64 bits long and has only 4 fields of bytes each. For correct packet delivery, destination port needs to be unmodified, so it cannot be used for steganography. Also length of the field cannot be used in any circumstances because it represents the length of entire packet and if modified, data contained in this packet will not be correctly read. On the other hand, third field - checksum is not necessarily needed for correct communication because UDP specification does not require checksum calculation. However, if checksum is not calculated, according to RFC, it should be set to 0, otherwise the receiver will assume that it was calculated, and if it is not correct, packet will be dropped. Finally it leaves us only with one field: source ports, and because UDP is a connectionless protocol, it does not need to send any replies, so only this field can be successfully used for steganography.
Also other protocol headers, for example those dedicated to real-time transmission like RTP/RTCP, can be used for embedding hidden messages. The main problem with steganography in this form of communications is associated with the usage of non reliable communication (packets can be lost, and they will not be retransmitted). However, as it was shown in many papers (e.g. [5]) steganography is possible.

Moreover, real time transmission, because of its nature (continuously sending many relatively short packets) is a good environment for implementing timing and frequency based steganography. The basic idea of timing based covert channels is shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. Idea of timing based covert channels.](image)

In this case a hidden message is encoded by intentional delays of the time of sending certain packets. Unfortunately, due to low bandwidth of this way constructed covert channel, this method is suitable primarily for sending short text messages. Additionally, in order not to impair the quality of real time transmission by introducing additional delays, it should be used only with low latency links or with pre buffered streams (i.e. Video on Demand services).

### 2.1. Detecting and blocking methods

We propose two approaches for eliminating possibility of steganography communication in infrastructure for real-time data transmission. The first one is based on the statistical analysis of packet header fields for storage based covert channels and packet send time analysis for time based steganography. Based on the tests that we have performed on our reference system, we chose to use the same agents that are involved in P2P routing to additionally analyze routed data for a hidden content. Thanks to the use of agents, the detection process is
faster, more efficient, easier to integrate with other mechanisms (as described in the next section reputation mechanism) and more flexible (agents can inform each other about new detecting criteria). Agents in the nodes to which the end users are connected, before routing real-time traffic to the next peer, search for anomalies in the routed real-time data. Traffic becomes suspected if excessive fragmentation occurs, unusual IP flags are set, type of service field in the IP header is constantly changing, excessive packet re-ordering is detected or other predefined events are triggered. On the other hand, for detecting covered messages conveyed by packets send time manipulations, agents measure packet delay variability. If that variability has an unusual distribution (compared to the network model or to other routed traffic) traffic can be permanently blocked or packets send time can be additionally disturbed to make encoding a hidden communication impossible. For our tests, we created a disturbing mechanism that works by delaying transmission of a randomly chosen packet by a small amount of time. This delay time is calculated during delay variability analysis and it should be equal to “binary zero” in the encoded covert message. In the case of steganography based on packet re-ordering, this delay time should be correspondingly longer. Additionally, for a detecting process agents may benefit from the additional knowledge obtained from other agents. This knowledge can be about new threat models, new possible covert channels or packet delay variability in the routed traffic (to improve detection of real-time traffic with unusual delay distribution).

The second method of eliminating steganographic communication is a simple preventive approach that can be used for example when P2P nodes have limited CPU and memory resources, so additional tasks may be undesirable. In this case agents do not analyze real time traffic in terms of finding hidden messages. Instead, they erase (set to standard values) every header field, that can be potentially used for creating a covert channel. Although this method is fast and simple to implement, it works only with storage based covert channels (using a packet delay disturbing mechanism for every routed traffic is very inefficient).

3. Trust

Apart from the possibility discussed in the previous sections of using real-time stream for sending hidden messages, there are many other security threats related to the real-time data transmission. At the same time, with the increasing popularity of services like internet telephony or videoconferences and the use of these services also for sensitive content delivery (i.e. company secrets during the videoconference meeting), the aspect of providing appropriate security
level becomes even more important. However, in many commonly used real-time data transmission systems this aspect is still in its infancy. Furthermore, even if implemented, standard security techniques are used for example in the currently most popular internet telephony systems like SIP or H.323 are based only on cryptographic mechanisms. Therefore, encrypted connections based, for example, on TLS can be used for transmitting signalling messages to control connection state; also real-time traffic can be encrypted (for example with AES in the integer counter mode). However, those security technologies can provide protection against some, but not all security threats. Let us consider Peer-to-Peer reference system described in section one. By analyzing possible security risks it can be easily noticed, that if any of the peers starts to act deceitfully by providing false or misleading information, the traditional security mechanisms will be unable to protect against this type of threat. In the case of such an event, we will face a serious threat, against which there will not be any effective protection.

In this section we describe a trust mechanism that can be used as a complement to the standard security mechanisms, and further protect the system against the threats described above.

3.1. Trust definition

Trust can be defined as direct relationship between the two parties, where one is a trustor (trusting part) and another is trustee. The trustee can be for example an application, a server, some element of a distributed system, a peer in the P2P network or simply a person. The trustor can be defined similarly, but additionally, it should be able to make assumptions about the trustee, based on previous experience or other information that it possesses. The existence of this trust relation can influence on trustor's actions (i.e. it may prefer to cooperate with trustees). Although, this relationship is not symmetrical, it may affect trustee's opinion about the trustor and lead to reciprocal trust. The trust relationship is normally limited only to a specific range of actions or states, such as trust in the authenticity of something, trust in reliability of the received data, in security of the communication channel, etc.; therefore we usually define the scope of trust. In addition, the meaning of the term "trust" can be interpreted in many ways. However, for the purpose of using this term in information theory, we will confine ourselves to only two most popular interpretations:

1. **(Reliability) Trust** - is understood as a perceived reliability of the trustee.
   In 1988 Gambetta [6] defined this form of trust as: "subjective probability by which an individual, \( A \), expects that another individual, \( B \), performs a given action on which its welfare depends".


2. **(Decision) Trust** - in Ref. [7] is defined as the extent to which one party is willing to depend on something or somebody in a given situation with a feeling of relative security, even though negative consequences are possible.

One of the main differences between these two definitions, is caused by the fact that decision trust can be changed depending on the given situation, while reliability trust is always constant. For example, let us assume that we have a working web server, and because it is relatively old, the probability of failure is high, so we decide not to use it any more and buy a new one. However, after a short time, a new server has crashed, so to avoid unavailability of a service, we decide to run the old one once again. In the example given above, reliability trust in the old server is always constant (and low), while decision trust changed as a result of a situation in which we find ourselves (we trust that the old server will help us avoid unavailability of a service, although we are aware of its high failure rate). In general, reliability trust reflects the degree of reliability of something, while decision trust is expressed as a binary decision. Most IT applications using trust models are based on the reliability trust definition, however, decision trust also can be used, for example in decision making systems.

### 3.2. Trust transitivity

Trust transitivity is one of the main features of the trust system, particularly important in large distributed systems. Its meaning can be explained by a simple example: if Alicia trusts Bob, and Bob trusts Carol, then Alicia will also trust Carol. As can easily be noticed, this transitivity takes place only in the case of the same trust scope. Thus, if Alicia trusts in Bob’s authenticity and Bob trusts that Carol provides reliable information, this does not imply, that Alicia can trust in Carol’s authenticity. In most cases, the concept of trust transitivity is based on recommendations, so, for example, when a trusted node in P2P network recommends another node, this recommended node also deserves some trust. For managing trust, analyzing transitivity, and determining trusted paths, trust matrices [8] and graphs can be build [9].

Depending on the adopted trust model, we can also assume the existence of negative trust (distrust). Similarly, to the previous case, this negative trust by transitivity, may influence the opinions of other parties, inducing them to reduce derived trust for that untreated peer. However, depending on the used model and formalism, in some situations this negative trust accordance with the principle that the enemy of my enemy is my friend, can positively influence on the opinion of some parties on this specific peer. In particular, if peer A does not trust peer B and peer B does not trust peer C, based on that information, A may decide to begin to trust C. But it turns out, that trust managing systems
that can take into account these dependencies become very complex, therefore they are still not popular.

3.3. Trust modeling

Depending on the purpose for which we are building a trust system, we can use many different trust models. Currently, popular systems often consider trust as a term in sociology (e.g. [10]), where trust is understood as a time-varying positive attitude of one party toward the other. This model can be successfully used in multiagent systems, where similar to human society, agent’s social nature and beliefs result in how they interact with the environment. Therefore, trust depends on previous experiences, its value can be increased as a result of successful experiences and decreased as a result of failures, so it continually evolves over time.

The other interesting model is proposed in Ref. [9], where trust system is used in Web services to automatically select service that best meets user’s requirements. In this case, user quality of service (QoS) preferences is used to determine trust levels. However, this model should be used to improve service reliability rather than security.

There are also models that can take possible risk into account, so they can be used for building decision systems. The model combining risk and trust was presented by Manchala [10] in which he expresses trust by the values like cost of transaction and result of previous operations. Then risk-trust decision matrices are built and by applying fuzzy-logic rules it is possible to determine whether it is safe to transact with a particular party in the future. Instead of analyzing the number of positive experiences, also more complex economic model which takes into account the values like probabilities of success, consequences of failure, gain, asset values and more can be considered. This kind of trust system, based on economic modelling, was presented e.g by Josang and Lo Presti in Ref. [11].

The trust can be also interpreted as a measure of reliability. In this case we can use many types of metrics for determining trust or trustworthiness levels. Two most popular models are listed below:

1. **Probabilistic models** are very popular because of a very wide range of probabilistic methods that can be applied, such as simple probabilistic calculations, Bayesian methods and other statistical approaches. This model is used, for example, in the popular Google’s PageRank link analyzing algorithm [12] in the Google Internet search engine. More information about probabilistic models can be found in Ref. [13].

2. **Belief model** is in many aspects similar to the probabilistic, but it can also deal with existence of some uncertainty. This uncertainty may one occur when the sum of probabilities of all possible outcomes differs from 1. The
most popular belief models are using a triple: belief, disbelief and uncertainty for determining the confidence values. The belief models are described for example in Ref. [7].

Another, quite popular model is based on discrete trust in which trust is expressed by discrete values or statements. Although, due to the use of discrete values, it may be difficult to apply standard computational algorithms to them, however the methods like lookup tables can be successfully used for analyzing trust transitivity paths. The examples of discrete trust models are shown in Ref. [14].

3.4. Usage of trust system for improving real time systems security

As it was mentioned at the beginning of this section, trust systems can be used as a complement to the standard, based on cryptographic techniques, security mechanisms. A properly designed trust managing system will have a significant impact on improving overall security of the system under consideration. Especially, in the case of P2P based applications for real time data transmission, applying trust as a component of security mechanism brings many benefits.

Because of the nature of those P2P systems, in a normal operation mode, many peers participate in each data transmission session. Additionally, flexible infrastructure architecture allows peers to leave and, what is more important from the security point of view, to join the infrastructure at any time. Therefore, those system properties make it vulnerable to peers that act deceitfully. However, by using the trust system and analyzing trust transitivity, it is possible to determine trusted nodes and paths, that will be used for transmitting real-time data which require high level of security. In this case, we propose to use agents (acting in each node), to manage trust relationships between nodes. Initially, every agent, based on its own knowledge, will determine which nodes are trusted for it. Then it will share information about its trust relationship with the main server (and depending on the assumed model, also with its closest neighbours). In the next step, the main server will use the data obtained from agents to build trust matrices [8], it will also allow other agents to download information about trust dependences between nodes in the infrastructure. Finally, each agent, based on its own knowledge and additional, downloaded from the server, data about other trust relationships in the infrastructure, will determine its own trusted paths by applying the trust transitivity principle. In the normal system operation we will consider two types of real time traffic. The first is a typical traffic which does not require high security levels (such as public internet radio or TV streams). For that any node which is currently available can be used for data routing, routing protocol will be focused on finding best paths in the overlay network (lowest latency, minimal packet losses etc.) and
thus offer the best possible connection quality. In the case of the second type of transmission - where security of transmitted data is very important - agent that decides about the next routing step, will reduce the number of considered peers only to those which are trusted (determined as a result of trust transitivity) and a routing protocol will operate only on those peers. Although the presented method is only a simple schema and needs some improvements, it has shown how the consideration of the trust relationship in the routing process increases transmission security.

4. Reputation

Reputation is another useful tool, that can provide some benefit when integrated in the real-time transmission systems. In this section we will show how reputation mechanism can affect overall system stability, integrity and reliability.

Reputation is often defined as the "overall quality or character as seen or judged by people in general" [15]. In many aspects reputation, sometimes introduced as another dimension of trust, is similar to previously described trustworthiness. However, there are some important differences between these two terms. As we mentioned before, trust can be based on personal experiences and subjective opinions. On the other hand, reputation represents the collective opinion of the community members about the reliability of a specific unit. To obtain a reputation score, aggregated subjective opinions (referrals or ratings from members) are processed by a reputation system. So, as opposite do trust, scores reflect community’s opinion in general. In most cases this score affects our trust decisions, we are more likely to trust to a certain service because of its good opinions from other community members. Although, we can also choose to trust to another service, which has bad reputation, but our experiences with this service are positive. Those differences make reputation a more suitable decision support tool for the parties with none or limited knowledge about other infrastructure members. Therefore, for example, integrating a rating mechanism into distributed services, which are based on P2P architecture, helps choose those peers that are more reliable, thus improving transmission quality and overall service stability and efficiency.

From the standpoint of construction, we can distinguish two types of reputation systems:

1. Centralized reputation systems - which is characterized by the existence of centralized controlling unit that collects reputation ratings from other members and derives computed reputation scores to all interested parties. It is important that rating can be collected only from the members
that had direct experience with the rated party. During the transmission agents observe each other’s behaviour, and thereafter send rating to a collection center, where, based on the obtained data, reputation scores are being updated. The centralized reputation systems, mainly due to their relatively simple implementation, are very often used. One of the most well known services, which uses this mechanism, is the eBay.

2. Distributed reputation systems - in this kind of system there is no central unit where all ratings can be submitted. Instead, many local units collecting ratings can exist or simply parties can record their opinion about past experiences with other parties. Parties are also equipped with a mechanism for sharing their collected ratings among themselves, so a reputation score can be calculated by obtaining as many as possible ratings directly from other community members. Distributed reputation systems are ideal for implementation in the services based on the P2P model, so they can be found in the services like Napster, KaZaA, or Gnutella. It is also used in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks for determining the truthfulness of peers.

Due to the considerable interest in reputation systems in recent years, many different models have been presented. Their thorough comparison can be found in Ref. [16]. In this paragraph we shortly describe only a few most popular ones that can be used in the real-time data transmitting systems.

1. Simple summation reputation system - those are the simplest possible systems, where a reputation score is a difference in the number of positive and negative ratings. Another version of this system, also very simple to implement, can calculate reputation as an average of all collected ratings.

2. Reputation systems based on the probabilistic approach - two main types of those systems can be found in the literature: the Bayesian network based systems and the Subjective Logic based system. The first uses statistical updating of probability density functions. In this type of systems rating data is collected in a central unit and scores are calculated accordingly to the obtained ratings, so they are considered to be objective. On the other hand, the Subjective Logic based systems provide local and subjective reputation, so they are a good choice for the distributed systems. More information about those systems can be found in Ref. [17].

3. Fuzzy logic base reputation systems - fuzzy logic systems are often used in the situation where we are unable to collect required amount of statistical data to use the probability based mechanism (for example when trying to classify rare events). Models of fuzzy logic system are described in Ref. [18].
4.1. Reputation in real time data transmission

For the testing purpose we designed and implemented a simple reputation mechanism that was then built into our VoIP testing platform [1]. Just as in the case of our trust mechanism, agents acting in each node turned out to be ideal for managing operations related to reputation. Firstly, agents are used to observe behaviour of nodes which they communicate with (direct neighbours on the routing path), they analyze parameters like reliability and node long time behaviour. As our VoIP application has already had a centralized Login Server designed mostly for the purpose of users and nodes authentication and authorization, we choose to build a centralized reputation system with Login Server as a reputation center. Each agent sends its ratings about other peers to this Login Server, where they are processed and reputation scores of each node are updated (at this stage, we use a simple average of the ratings). Agents download those scores from the server, and next they are used for assisting routing decision: as an input to a routing algorithm, a graph created by assigning to each edge its cost index, which is calculated by multiplying the corresponding link quality index by its reputation with the appropriate weight factor, is given (more about routing can be read in [1]). Although the described reputation is very simple, it has a significant impact on the stability and reliability of transmission, since more reliable nodes are preferred. However, for normally operating systems more advanced reputation mechanism should be used (which for example can detect and ignore wrong or deceitful ratings).

5. Paths selecting technique

Another designed by us mechanism for improving real-time transmission security is a paths selecting technique. Although it is still in the early testing stage, first tests in a simulated environment has given promising results. The idea itself is rather simple. We use the fact that P2P based infrastructures, especially those popular, often have a large amount of available nodes (usually in the case where service users can also act as nodes -as it is in Skype), additionally, those nodes are often scattered over different geographical locations. Moreover, because nodes participate in data transmission, we have bigger control over the data flow route and can become, to some extent, independent of external routing protocols (like BGP). Therefore if a higher security level is required, it is possible to specify the desired route, so regardless of the external routing protocol we can avoid paths that are vulnerable to eavesdropping. For this purpose, a special path-reservation protocol was designed. The user, who wants to avoid unsafe paths/geographic locations, with help of a patch selecting
mechanism chooses an alternative route, based on location of other infrastructure nodes. Then a special protocol informs every node on the path, for this particular traffic, not to use the typical routing mechanism, but to choose the predefined one. However, this mechanism, to work properly, needs an adequate number of nodes, full knowledge about their geographic locations, and routes between them provided by the external routing protocols.

6. Conclusions

This paper deals with non cryptographic methods that can be used for improving security, reliability and integrity of real time data transmission. The techniques presented here can be a complement to the standard, based on cryptographic techniques, security mechanisms and in conjunction with them, help create more secure and more resistant to attacks real time services as internet telephony (VoIP), videoconference and multimedia streaming systems, online gaming applications etc. In particular, we decided to focus on P2P based applications because of their growing popularity and greater flexibility than traditional client-server applications. Additionally, our design schemes, show usefulness of agents and a significant role that they can play in managing factor like trust or reputation. It turned out that, by using agents, we can greatly simplify the implementation, while maintaining overall application flexibility.

It is important to mention that the described techniques, although very useful, by no means exhaust the subject of security. Other tools, in many cases more suitable for a certain type of thread, still may be found. There are also many other useful security related tasks, to which we may use agents. For example that can check packet delivery time - if this time is longer than normally, we can suspect the original data was swapped or modified.
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